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Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity expressions. 
They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever more of this postal 
heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ organizations, auction 
houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and individual collectors. Virtually 
collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently become a possibility. These 
working papers about Africa are examples of what can be done. But they are work-in-
progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by sending corrections, additions, and 
new area studies can do so by sending an email message to the APH editor: Ton Dietz 
(dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All sources 
have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an email to 
asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next version of the 
working paper concerned.  
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Uganda Districts (2010) 
  
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/b/ba/Uganda_districts_2010.png/500px-
Uganda_districts_2010.png : “Uganda is divided into 111 districts and one city (the capital city of 
Kampala), which are grouped into four administrative regions…Since 2005, the Ugandan government 
has been in the process of dividing districts into smaller units, with the most recent change in August 
2010. This decentralization is intended to prevent resources from being distributed primarily to chief 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bombo%202.jpg: “BOMBO. 1922 to 09.10.1962. Post Office 
from 01.11.1927”.  
Bombo: Bamunanika 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bamunanika%201961%20cover.jpg: “BAMUNANIKA BOMBO. 
1949; 10.06.1956 to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Bombo”.  
Bombo: Bbowa 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm:  “BBOWA 
BOMBO. 13.04.1961 to 09.10.1962.Sub  Postal Agent under Bombo”.  
Bombo: Luwero 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm : “LUWERO. 1948 to 
07.06.1962. Postal agency under Bombo”.  
Bombo: Nakasongola 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nakasongola.jpg: “NAKASONGOLA. 1948 to 09.10.1962. Under 
Bomba” [Bombo].  
Buddu, from 1903 onwards renamed Masaka 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Buddu%201902.jpg: “BUDDU. 09.08.1899 to 05.05.1903. 
Renamed Masaka in 1903”.  
Bugangadzi, from 1916 onwards: Mubende 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm : 
BUGANGADZI. 1903 to 13.03.1915. District HQ. Moved to Mubende by 1916 
 
http://www.forpostalhistory.com/images/68.jpg : “1914 Uganda - 1914 6c postal stationery 
envelope to Kampala, cancelled BUGANGADZI 13 JA 14”.  
Bukakata 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm: “BUKAKATA. 
1926 to 09.10.1962. Port on Lake Victoria” 
Entebbe 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Entebbe%201902.jpg: “ENTEBBE. 11.01.1899 to 09.10.1962. 
Renamed from Port Alice”.  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Entebbe%201902%20cover.jpg  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kisubi%20Entebbe%201961.jpg : “KISUBI ENTEBBE. 14.12.1956 
to 09.10.1962”.  
Fawera 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : FAWERA. Established 
1896; no other information. In Central Region?  
Kakindu 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KAKINDU. 1908 to 
06.08.1913”.  
Kalisizo 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kalisizo%202.jpg: “KALISIZO. 05.02.1948 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kammenge 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KAMMENGE. 
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http://www.kut-stamps.com/Postmarks/Uganda/KAMPALA.jpg  (on Tanganyika stamp) 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm: “BUSUNJU. 12.11.1953 
to 1959. 01.06.1961 to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Kampala” 
Kampala: Cooper Road 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Cooper%20Road%201961.jpg: “COOPER ROAD KAMPALA. 1960 
to 09.10.1962. Kampala”. 
Kampala: Estate Road 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Estate%20Road%201961.jpg: “ESTATE ROAD. 04.08.1959 to 
09.10.1962. Kampala”.  
Kampala: Kajansi 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KAJANSI 
KAMPALA. 14.09.1957 to 16.04.1961.  16.12.1961 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kampala: Kakiri 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KAKIRI 
(KAMPALA). 1948 to 09.10.1962. PA under Kampala” 
Kampala: Kalangala 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KALANGALA 
KAMPALA. 17.10.1961 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kampala: Kasangati 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kasangati%201949.jpg: “KASANGATI. 1948 to 09.10.1962. Sub 
P.A. under Kampala”.  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kasangati%201962.jpg  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KASAWO. 
27.09.1953 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.A. under Kampala”.  
Kampala: Katera 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Katera%201961.jpg : “KATERA KAMPALA. 05.12.1957;  
30.06.1960 to 15.01.1961; 10.03.1961 to 09.10.1962.  PA under Kampala”.  
Kampala: Katwe 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KATWE KAMPALA. 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kawempe%201957.jpg: “KAWEMPE KAMPALA. 1952 to 






http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kayunga%201961.jpg: “KAYUNGA KAMPALA. 1956 to 
09.10.1962”.  
Kampala: Kiboga 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kiboga%20196...jpg : “KIBOGA. 1949 to 09.10.1962. Sub PA 
under Kampala”.  
Kampala: Kibuye 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm: “KIBUYE KAMPALA. 1957 
to 09.10.1962”.  
Kampala: Koba 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Koba.jpg: ” KOBA. 14.02.1908 to 18.08.1910. Sub P.A. under 
Kampala”.  
Kampala: Koja Camp of the Red Cross 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KOJA KAMPALA. 
29.09.1943 to 25.02.1950. Polish Camp, run by Red Cross”.  
Kampala: Kyegegwa 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KYEGEGWA. 21.12.1955 
to 09.10.1962.  PA under Kampala”.  
Kampala: Lugogo 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm : “LUGOGO 
KAMPALA. 28.02.1956 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kampala: Nakifuma 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nakifuma%201960.jpg : “NAKIFUMA. 08.09.1948 to 
09.10.1962. Post agency under Kampala”.  
Kampala: Nakivubo 
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KAMPALA. 03.07.1957 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.O. under Kampala”.  
Kinoni (Kinani?)  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KINANI. 1909 to July 
1912”.  
Luba’s (Place)  
James MacKay (The story of East Africa and its stamps; London, 1970, p. 42): “Uganda’s first properly 
printed stamps appeared on 7th November 1896. By this time the Church Missionary Society’s station 
at Luba’s (or Lubwas) in Busoga (near modern Entebbe) had acquired a small printing-press and this 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm : “LUBAS. 









“NAMATABA LUGAZI. 05.10.1957 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.O.”.  
Masaka (before 1903: Buddu) 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Masaka%201%20cover.jpg : “MASAKA. 23.06.1903 to 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bukoto%201955.jpg: “BUKOTO. 19.03.1957 to 09.10.1962. 
Postal Agency under Masaka”.  
Masaka: Bukulula 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bukulula%20Kasaka%201963.jpg: “BUKULULA MASAKA. 
01.10.1960 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Masaka”.  
 
Ebay, no further information 
Masaka: Kalungu 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KALUNGU. 1949 
to 09.10.1962. 15 miles north of Masaka”.  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kyotera%201955.jpg: “KYOTERA (MASAKA). 1949 to 
09.10.1962. PA under Masaka”.  
Masaka: Lyantonde 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Lyantonde%201961.jpg : “LYANTONDE. 16.12.1947 to 
09.10.1962. Sub P.A. under Masaka”.  
Mengo near Kampala 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mengo%201901.jpg: “MENGO. 17.08.1900 to 25.05.1902; 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mpigi%201962.jpg: “MPIGI. 01.01.1924 to 09.10.1962. Post 
office 1948”.  
Mpigi: Bulo Mpigi 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bulo%20Mpigi%201962.jpg: “BULO MPIGI. 1959 to 1960; 
16.08.1961 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Mpigi” 
Mpigi: Kibibi 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kibibi%20196...jpg: “KIBIBI. 01.09.1953 to 09.10.1962. Sub PA 
under Mpigi” 
Mpigi: Mitala Maria 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mitala%20Maria%201961.jpg : “MITALA MARIA (MPIGI). 
16.12.1947 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.O. under Mpigi”.  
Mpigi: Nabusanke 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nabusanke%201960.jpg: “NABUSANKE. 15.08.1953 to 
09.10.1962. Under Mpigi”.  
Mubendi/Mubende 
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Mukono: Mpumu Mukono 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mpumu%20Mukono.jpg: “MPUMU MUKONO. 04.11.1958 to 
14.04.1961. Post agency under Mukono”.  
Nakitoma 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Nabusanke%20to%20Namulonge.htm : 
“NAKITOMA. 1948; 1953 to 1954”.  
Nsinze: Busambatia 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Busambata%20DR.jpg: “BUSAMBATIA. 29.11.1937 to 
9.10.1962. Transfered from Nsinze”.  
Nsinze: Entebe Airport 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : ENTEBE AIRPORT. 
10.11.1951; 1953 to 09.10.1962; Transfered from Nsinze 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bugondo%201929.jpg: “BUGONDO. 01.11.1914 to 09.10.1962. 
Lake Kyoga”.  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bugondo%201945.jpg  
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1910 to July 1912”.  
Iganga 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Iganga%201900.jpg: “IGANGA. 16.10.1907 to April 1901. 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bugiri%20cover.jpg: “BUGIRI IGANGA. 03.04.1956 to 
09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Ingaga”.  
Iganga: Busesa 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Busesa%20Iganga%201961.jpg : “BUSESA IGANGA. 1958 to 
09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Iganga”.  
Jinja 
  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Jinja%201904.jpg: “JINJA. 29.11.1901 to 09.10.1962. HQ of 
Busoga District”.  
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JINJA. 1957 to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Jinja”.  
Jinja: Bujuta 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm: “BUJUTA 
JINJA. 13.08.1957 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Jinja” 
Jinja: Bulungu 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm:  “BULUNGO. 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kangulumira%201963.jpg : “KANGULUMIRA JINJA. 1958 to 
09.10.1962. Near Jinja”.  
Jinja: Kanoni 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kanoni%201962.jpg: “KANONI. 29.09.1949 to 09.10.1962. Near 
Jinja”.  
Jinja: Kapeekabondo 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KAPEEKA BONDO. 
1956 to 09.10.1962. Near Jinja”.  
Jinja: Lubanyi 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/LubanYi%20Jinja%201960.jpg: “LUBANYI JINJA. 11.10.1952 to 
09.10.1962. Postal agency under Jinja”.  
Jinja: Mjanji 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mjanji%201.jpg : “MJANJI. 1917 to 09.02.1953; 01.08.1953 to 
09.10.1962; Sub P.O. under Jinja”.  
Jinja: Nabingora Mubende 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Moroto%20to%20Nabingora.htm : “NABINGORA 
MUBENDE. 15.08.1953 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.O. under Jinja”. 
Jinja: Namagasali 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Namasgali%202%20cover.jpg: “NAMASAGALI. 24.11.1913 to 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Dokolo%20195...jpg: “DOKOLA KABERAMAIDO. 1956 to 
15.04.1961; 02.04.1962 to 09.10.1962. Sub Postal Agent under Kaberamaido” 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Jinja%20to%20Kammenge.htm : “KALAKI 
(KABERAMAIDO) (SOROTI). 1958 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kaberamaido: Kelle 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KELLE. 14.08.1925 to 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kaliro%20Uganda%201962.jpg: “KALIRO. 01.02.1928 to 
09.10.1962”.  
Kaliro: Naigobia 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Nabusanke%20to%20Namulonge.htm : “NAIGOBIA 
KALIRO. 28.09.1956 to 14.04.1961. Under Kaliro”.  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kamuli%201933%20cover.jpg : “KAMULI. 22.05.1913 to 
19.06.1915; 13.02.1926 to  09.10.1962. Near Jinja”. 
 
http://stores.ebay.ca/leonsnoyl  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm : “BULOPA 
KAMULI. 01.04.1956 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Kamuli” 
Kamuli: Kidera 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KIDERA. 1955 to 
01.01.1962. Near Kamuli”.  
Kamuli: Mbulamuti 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mbulamuti%201958.jpg: “MBULAMUTI. 19.06.1915 to 
09.10.1962. Sub P.O. under Kumali” [Kamuli].  
Kyere Ngora 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KYERE NGORA. 
01.03.1960 to 09.10.1962”.  
Luzinga 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Luzinga%201938.jpg: “LUZINGA. 01.12.1919 to 09.10.1962. 
Postal agency”.  
Mbale 
  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mbale%201910.jpg: “MBALE (MUBALE). 01.08.1904 to 
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(MBALE). 1948 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Mbale”.  
Mbale: Bududa 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm:  BUDUDA 
MBALE. 1945; 1954 to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Mbale 
Mbale: Bukedia 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Bukedia%201950%20ERD.jpg: “BUKEDIA. 1948 to 09.10.1962. 
Postal Agency under Mbale”.  
Mbale: Butiru 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : “BUTIRU MBALE. 1908 
closed by 1910; 1955 to 05.05.1962; 16.08.1962 to 09.10.1962. Postal agency under Mbale”. 
Mbale: Buwere 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : “BUWERE (MBALE). 
1954 to 09.10.1962. Sub Postal Agent under Mbale”. 
Mbale: Kapchorwa 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KAPCHORWA. 




http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kumi%201932.jpg: “KUMI. 11.03.1910 to 1917; 27.04.1930 to 
09.10.1962. Sub PA under Mbale”.  
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kumi%201960.jpg  
Nabieso (Apac district) 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Kenya%20Mweiga%20to%20Nakuru.htm: “NABIESO.  1917. Not 
Recorded”.  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Namaganda%201936.jpg: “NAMAGANDA. 15.12.1928 to 
23.01.1956”.  
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Amuria.jpg: “AMURIA SOROTI. Sub PO under Soroti. Opened 
1960 to 29.06.1962”.  
Soroti: Kangole 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 




http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KANGOLE. 
15.07.1956 to  09.10.1962. Near Soroti”.  
Soroti: Katakwi 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KATAKWI SOROTI. 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Busia%20Uganda%201957.jpg: “BUSIA (TORORO).10.02.1936 
to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Tororo”.  
Tororo: Busolwe 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : “BUSOLWE TORORO. 
1952 to 09.10.1962. Sub  Postal Agent under Tororo”.  
Tororo: Magodes 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm : “MAGODES. 
01.04.1934 to 31.03.1961; 02.07.1962 to 09.10.1962. P.A. under Tororo”.  
Tororo: Maracha 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm: MARACHA. 
05.01.1962 to 09.10.1962. P.A. under Tororo”.  
Tororo: Nagongera 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Nagongera%201938.jpg: “NAGONGERA. 15.08.1928 to 
09.10.1962. Under Tororo”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 




Transferred to Kenya in 1902:  
Eldama (Ravine) 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : “ELDOMA (ELDAMA). 
23.01.1899 to 31.03.1902. Transfered to Kenya 01.04.1902” 
Kisumu 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kisumu%201902.jpg: “KISUMU. 08.03.1901 to 31.03.1902. 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mumias%201899.jpg : “MUMIAS. 30.11.1898 to 01.04.1902. 
Transfered to Kenya”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 







http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Nabusanke%20to%20Namulonge.htm : “NAIVASHA. 
12.09.1900 to 31.03.1902. Transfered to Kenya”.  
Nakuru 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Nabusanke%20to%20Namulonge.htm : “NAKURU. 
May 1901 to 31.03.1902. Transfered to Kenya”.  
NORTHERN REGION 
Arua 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm:   “ARUA. Chief town in 





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 










http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm : “LODONGA ARUA. 





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 




http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm :”FATIKO. 05.09.1907 to 
1908. From Wadelei to Koba”. 
Gondokoro (currently in South Sudan) 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Gondokoro%20%202%20liner%20cover.jpg :” GONDOKORO. 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 








Ebay , no other information 
Gulu: Ajumani 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ajumani%20Gulu%201960.jpg : “AJUMANI GULU. Sub PO 
under Gulu. Opened 1956 to 1962”.  
Gulu: Atiak 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 







http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm:  “ATIAK GULU. Sub PO 
under Gulu. Opened 1956 to 1962” 
Gulu: Atura 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Atura%20Violet.jpg: “ATURA. Sub PO under Gulu. Opened 1925 
to 1962”.  
Gulu: Awach 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm  “AWACH GULU. Sub PO 
under Gulu. Opened 1961 to 1962”.  
Gulu: Awere 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Awere%20Gulu.jpg: “AWERE GULU. Sub PO under Gulu. 
Opened 1959 to 1962”.  
Gulu: Lacekocot 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “LACEKOCOT GULU. 
1957 to 09.10.1962. Sub PA under Gulu”.  
Kitgum 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kitgum%201956.jpg: “KITGUM. 1917 to 09.10.1962. HQ of 
Chua District”.  
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 









http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Lira%20DR%201936.jpg : “LIRA. 1922 to 09.10.1962. HQ of 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Aboki%20Lira%201961.jpg: “ABOKI LIRA, 1956 to 1962, Sub PO 
under Lira”.  
Lira: Aduki 
No illustration yet: http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm: 
“ADUKA LIRA. Sub PO under Lira. Opened 1956 to 1962”. 
Lira: Alemere [or Alemere Kaberanaido]  
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm: “ALEMERE. Sub PO 
under Lira. Opened 1957 to 1962” 
Lira: Aloi 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm:  “ALOI LIRA. Sub PO 
under Lira. Opened 1956 to 1962” 
Lira: Anyeke 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Aboki%20to%20Awere.htm :  “ANYEKE. Sub PO 
under Lira. Opened 1962” 
Lira: Ibuje 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Fort%20Portal%20to%20Itendero.htm : “IBUJE LIRA. 
03.04.1962 to 09.10.1962. Sub PA under Lira”.  
Moroto 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Moroto%201933.jpg: “MOROTO (SOROTI). 04.05.1923 to 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Moroto%20to%20Nabingora.htm : “MOYO. 
01.06.1947 to 09.10.1962”.  
Murchison Falls 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Murchison%20Falls%201961.jpg : “MURCHISON FALLS. 





Pakwach  Angal 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Angal%20Pakwach%201963.jpg : “ANGAL PAKWACH. Sub PO 
under Pakwach. Opened 1962 “ 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 









http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ankole%202%20card.jpg : “ANKOLE. Head Office of the Ankole 
District. Renamed to Mbarara 1914. Opened 1899 to 1913”.  
Fort Portal 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Fort%20Portal%201908%20UP%20card.jpg : FORT PORTAL. 
13.05.1901 to 09.10.1962. HQ of Toro District. Renamed from Toro 
 
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/115/5622.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 








Fort Portal: Bundibugyo 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Bamunanika%20to%20Bushenyi.htm:  
“BUNDIBUGYO (FORT PORTAL). 1953 to 09.10.1962. Postal Agency under Fort Portal” 
Fort Portal: Butit 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Busia%20to%20Fawera.htm : “BUTIT FORT PORTAL. 
1956 to 09.10.1962. Postal agency under Fort Portal”.  
Fort Portal: Kamwenge 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KAMWENGE. 
13.01.1954 to 08.07.1955. Near Fort Portal”.  
Fort Portal: Kibiitu 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kibutu%20Fort%20portal.jpg: “KIBIITO FORT PORTAL. 
01.09.1960 to 09.10.1962”.  
Fort Portal: Kyenjojo 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kibuye%20to%20Lira.htm : “KYENJOJO. 09.11.1953 
to 09.10.1962.  PA under Fort Portal”.  
Fort Portal: Muhokya 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Moroto%20to%20Nabingora.htm : “MUHOKYA 




http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Hoima%20UO%201911.jpg: “HOIMA. 04.12.1903 to 
09.10.1962. HQ of Bunyoro District”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Karahundi.jpg: “KARUHINDA KABALE. 01.09.1956 to 
09.10.1962. Near Kabale”.  
Kabale: Kasanda Mityana 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 




http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kasanda%20Mityana.jpg: “KASANDA MITYANA. 1955 to 
09.10.1962. Near Kabale”.  
Kabale: Kisoro 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kisoro%20Kabile%201962.jpg: “KISORO KABALE. 15.12.1956 to 
09.10.1962. Near Kabale”.  
Kabale: Mparo 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Moroto%20to%20Nabingora.htm : “MPARO 
KABALE. 01.10.1960 to 09.10.1962. Under Kabale”.  
Kabale: Mpenja Mpigi 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Moroto%20to%20Nabingora.htm : “MPENJA MPIGI. 
1955 to 09.10.1962. Under Kabale”.  
Kakumiro 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kakimuro%201961.jpg: “KAKUMIRO. 1907 to closed by 1912. 
1949 to 09.10.1962”.  
Kaluguza 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kaluguza%201961%20purple.jpg: “KALUGUZA. 1949 to 
09.10.1962”.  
Kasese 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Kamuli%20to%20Kiboga.htm : “KASESE. 03.10.1958 
to 09.10.1962”.  
Kibero (Lake Albert) 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kigati%202C%201954.jpg: “KIKAGATI. 15.07.1938 to 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Lake%20Katwe%201953.jpg: “LAKE KATWE. 01.09.1960 to 
09.10.1962”.  
Lake Katwe: Kasenyi 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Kasenyi.jpg: “KASENYI. 01.12.1956 to 09.10.1962. Sub P.A. 
under Lake Katwe” 
Masindi 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 
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http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Butiaba%201933%20cover.jpg: “BUTIABA (MASINDI). 1911 to 
09.10.1962. Postal agency under Masindi” 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Butiaba%201946.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 






Masindi: Polish refugee camp 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Lodonga%20to%20Masindi.htm: “MASINDI 2. 
02.06.1943 to 1948. Polish refugee camp”.  
Masindi: Port 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Masindi%20Port%201957%20DR.jpg: “MASINDI PORT. 1934 to 
09.10.1962”.  
Mbarara 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Mbarara%20Cover%201920.jpg: “MBARARA. 19.06.1914 to 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 










1953 to 1955. Postal Agency under Mbarara” 
Mbarara: Ibanda 
 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ibanda.jpg: “IBANDA MBARARA. 06.09.1957 to 09.10.1962. Sub 
PA under Mbarara”.  
Mbarara: Ishaka 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





http://www.postmarks.co.za/images/Ishaka%201960.jpg: “ISHAKA MBARARA. 18.05.1957 to 
09.10.1962. Sub PA under Mbarara”.  
Mbarara: Itendero 
http://www.postmarks.co.za/PH%20Uganda%20Fort%20Portal%20to%20Itendero.htm : “ITENDERO 




A note on sources 
All illustrations can be found on internet sites, which are always given. An important source 
for this APH paper is www.postmarks.co.za, for which I am grateful. Frits Aab is the initiator 
of this magnificent source but it still is under construction. For Uganda he had reached 
Namulonge in early 2017. Other sources are auction sites (like Hamilton), or internet 
markets (like Ebay) 
Annex: information about Uganda postmarks on 
http://pbbooks.com/cr64.htm (Robert S. Cragg).  
British Commonwealth Postmarks 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 18, Part 2; Ton Dietz 





K indicates transferred to Kenya, 1902 
Included are Church Missionary Society locations Where manuscript markings 
were sometimes used. Some are district names. 
 Ankole (Mbarara) 1899 0s37 30e39 
 Arua (in Lado Enclave)1925 3n01 30e55 
 Atura 1927 2n06 32e19 
 Bombo 1924 0n35 32e32 
 Bufumira (Sese Islands) 0s19 32e22 
 Bugangadzi 1904 0n47 31e19 
 Bugondo 1914 1n29 33e17 
 Buddu (Masaka) 1899 0s20 31e44 
 Bukakata 1932 0s17 32e01 
 Bukasa (Sese Islands) 0s25 32e30 
 Bulemezi district 
 Bunyoro district 
 Busaka ms 0n22 33e28 
 Busambatia 1937 0n46 33e36 
 Busia 1936 0n28 34e05 
 Butiaba 1911 1n49 31e19 
 Buwekula 0n25 31e37 ? 
 Buzinde 0n40 32e24 ? 
 Dufileh (in Lado Enclave) ms 3n34 31e57 
 Eburru ms 0s37 36e13 K 
 Eldoma 1899 0n02 35e42 K 
 Fatiko 1907 3n01 32e18 (Patiko- same?) 
 Fawera 1899 2n13 32e17 ? 
 Fort Ternan 1901 0s11 35e20 K 
 Gayaza 0n31 32e48 ? 
 Gondokoro (in Sudan) 1903 4n54 31e39 
 Gulu 1914 2n47 32e18 
 Hoima 1903 1n26 31e21 
 Iganga 1900 0n37 33e29 
 Jinja 1901 0n26 33e12 
 Kabale 1922 1s15 29e59 
 Kaberamaido 1927 1n47 33e09 
 Kakunguru 1n25 32e52 ? 
 Kakindu 1913 
 Kaliro 1928 0n54 33e29 
 Kamuli 1913 0n57 33e07 
 Kampala (Mengo) 1898 0n19 32e25 
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 Kasaka ms 0s20 31e44 
 Kelle 1925 1n39 33e09 
 Kibwezi 
 Kikabya 
 Kikagati 1938 1s02 30e40 
 Kinakulya 
 Kitgum 1927 3n18 32e53 
 Koba 1908 0n19 32e59 
 Koki district ms 
 Kumi 1911 1n29 33e56 
 Kyagwe 0n14 31e32 ? 
 Kyaka (in Tanganyika) 1s14 31e24 
 Lira 1924 1n15 32e54 
 Luba's 1898 0n24 33e23 
 Lugazi 1927 0n23 32e55 
 Luzinga 1933 0n42 33e11 
 Magodes 1934 N of Tororo 
 Masindi 1899 1n41 31e43 
 Masindi Port 1937 1n42 32e05 
 Mbale 1907 1n05 34e10 
 Mbulamuti 1932 0n32 33e32 
 Mityana 1922 0n24 32e03 
 Mjanji 1926 0n15 33e59 
 Moroto 1923 2n32 34e39 
 Mpigi 1927 0n13 32e42 
 Mubendi 1916 0n35 31e23 
 Mukono 1922 0n21 32e45 
 Mumia's 1928 0n20 34e28 K 
 Nagongera 1934 0n46 34e00 
 Nakabimba 1n04 32e00 
 Naivasha 1900 0s43 35e26 K 
 Nakuru 1901 0s16 36e04 K 
 Namaganda 1928 0n52 33e13 
 Namasgali 1913 1n01 32e57 
 Namirembi 
 Namwenda 1929 0n54 33e15 
 Nandi (Kapsabet) 1899 0n12 35e05 K 
 Ngogwe 0n14 32e58 
 Ngora 1925 1n27 33e46 
 Nimuli (in Sudan) 1903 3n36 32e02 
 Nsinze 1928 0n48 33e36 
 Pakwach (in Lado Enclave) 1933 2n28 31e30 
 Port Alice (Entebbe) 1899 0n02 32e27 
 Port Ugowe (Kisumu) 1899 0s05 34e44 K 
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 Santa Maria 
 Sewaya's Island 
 Singo district 
 Sio Bay (Nyanza) 
 Soroti 1915 1n43 33e37 1n43 33e37 
 Toro district (Fort Portal) 1898 0n40 30e17 
 Tororo 1923 0n42 34e11 
 Usambiro 
 Usogo district 
 Wadelai 1900 2n43 31e23 
 
